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In this hilarious follow-up to the 2012 Newbery Medal winner Dead End in Norvelt, for readers 11 and
up, 12-year-old Jack Gantos is propelled into a new adventure after an explosion, a new crime by an
old murderer, and the sad passing of Norvelt's founder. What was supposed to be a sojourn to
honor Eleanor Roosevelt turns into something altogether different, as Jack's slightly batty elderly
mentor Miss Volker takes him hundreds of miles out of the way on her relentless pursuit of oddball
outlaw Mr. Spitz. Gantos again blends the entirely true and the wildly fictional in this raucous road
novel about roots and revenge, a last chance at love, and the power of a remarkable friendship.
"Gantos employs gothic humor, scene-crafting mastery, and Jack's querulous voice to offer a wild
and challenging road-trip novel, murder mystery, meditation on American history, and love story
all in one."Horn Book"Gantos's sequel to his Newbery-winning Dead End in Norvelt offers less
history, more murder, and another hefty helping of zaniness."Publishers Weekly (starred
review)"Gantos picks up where Dead End in Norvelt left off. Mr. Spitz is on...
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ReviewsReviews

This is an amazing publication i actually have at any time go through. It is actually rally interesting throgh reading through period. Its been developed in
an exceptionally straightforward way which is merely following i finished reading through this publication where actually altered me, modify the way in
my opinion.
-- Noa h Pa dber g-- Noa h Pa dber g

Complete information! Its such a excellent study. It is filled with knowledge and wisdom I realized this publication from my dad and i advised this
publication to find out.
-- Geova nny Gr im es-- Geova nny Gr im es
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